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has inherited, but what he is able to earn that gives him power. The

United States of America has been largely free from the artificial

shackling of hereditary power or established systems. Enterprise

has been freer than anywhere also in the world. As a result, this

nation has become the most poverful nation in the world today. It was

not the var that made the United States powerful. Actually it poured

more resources into the var than Germany, Russia, and Great Britain

put together. The war weakened, rather than strengthened, America.

It simply made apparent the great amount of strength that bad been

latent here. I What produeed it was the opportunity of free enter'

prise, which stimulated the s±ttty abilities of its people and

caused that those industrial and economic ability and leadership

should come to the front, not simply because somebody liked them and

appointed them or because they were able to p persuade somebody to

vet, for them, but because they proved their abilities in the

burly burly at competition and activity.

The free enterprise system is the hen that laid the golden

egg. Modernists and World Council laadere desire to kill the hen

and take the gold that is in it and divide it up, so that all

will have future advance be killed, but our nations will, inevitably

sink back to an economic standard much inferior to that which we

now enjoy.

The failure of the socialistic prinAipte has been frequently

been demonstrated in the k±*mty history of Soviet Russia. Thus,

in the '20. it was necessary to introduce the so-called "New

Economic Policy", w by which a large measure of free enterprise

was permitted in Moscow marketing. By this temporary return to t.

free enterprise, the economy was pulled out of the morass atxt)a into

which it had fallen.
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